freewatt makes sense for the Homeowner

**Green Electricity:** While heating your home the freewatt system also produces 1.2 kW of low cost green electricity. This electricity offsets your electric usage and shows up as a significant decrease in your electric bill. Many freewatt customers find that their bills drop to zero during the heart of the winter!

**Go Green with Comfort:** The freewatt system allows you to be environmentally conscious without compromising your comfort. With a freewatt you can save money and reduce your carbon footprint without lowering your thermostat.

**High-Efficiency:** While generating electricity the freewatt recycles heat that is normally lost in the generation process. Each freewatt system includes a high-efficiency Energy Star rated furnace or boiler that is sized to always keep your home comfortable. Our freewatt systems are available for use with natural gas or propane.

**Quiet Operation:** The ultra-quiet engine generator is a masterpiece in acoustic engineering. The sound produced by the system is quieter than a typical gas water heater.

**Internet Enabled:** The freewatt system is Internet enabled; this allows you to remotely monitor your electric savings and adjust your thermostat from work or while traveling. In addition, each freewatt automatically relays any service messages to your dealer who will be able to swiftly assist you with any issues.

**Increase Your Home Value:** The addition of a freewatt to your home can raise the value of your property and distinguish it as a better value relative to other homes. National Appraiser’s Institute estimates that the value of a typical home increases by $5,000 to $20,000 when a freewatt system is included.

**Benefits:**
- freewatt can produce nearly 5,000 kWh of electricity each year using 60% less fuel than your electric utility
- Increases your homes value
- Lower your carbon footprint by up to 6,000 pounds of greenhouse gases every year
- Improve comfort with a steady room temperature
- Installation professionals are fully trained and licensed
- Quiet operation
- Designed for installation in new or existing homes
- Internet enabled: a heating system with its own web page
- Backed by a five year parts and labor warranty